
Integration of a Small Telescope System for Space Situational Awareness

Abstract

I have assembled and configured a complete small telescope system that will be able to
autonomously locate and track satellites, and determine their exact position in space. In
order to prepare one of these systems for future deployment, this project included
completely integrating a small telescope system and bringing it up to a fully
autonomous operational state. Integration included the assembly of a computer system,
weather sensor assembly, and telescope assembly. Upon completion of system
integration, a mount model was performed, which also included polar alignment. Once
the robotic telescope mount software had an accurate map of the sky, task scheduling
and scripts were configured so the system could operate in an autonomous state. Final
results included accurate, autonomous tracking and imaging of satellites, and showed
that the system was ready for further intensive pre-deployment testing.
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HANDS

The system will become part of Oceanit’s HANDS program – the “High Accuracy
Network Determination System” – a global network of these autonomous telescope
systems used to track satellites. Using low-cost commercially available components,
these systems will be capable of accurately tracking satellites and obtaining precise
location data for these objects.

Why Track Satellites?

With over 8,000 man-made objects from over 45 countries in orbit around Earth, it is
necessary to be able to track these objects. For satellites, these small optical systems
can:
•Track our own country’s space assets
•Keep track of other countries’ satellites
•Determine possible collisions
•Determine when and where objects will re-enter Earth’s atmosphere
•Detect new objects

System Integration

The  complete assembly and configuration of the system into a fully operational state:

Computer System
The computer system includes a Linux server, Windows server, KVM switch, network
switch, uninterruptible power supply, and power distribution units. The Linux unit
handles scheduled tasking and monitors weather. The Windows unit operates the
telescope mount and dome, and takes images.

Weather System
These systems are operated at remote locations, so it is vital for them to monitor
external conditions and react accordingly. The weather sensor system includes a wind
monitor, precipitation gauge, humidity and temperature probe, and barometer. If any
sensors measure higher than what is tolerable for the system, the computer system
closes the dome and suspends operations. A GPS unit is also included to provide
accurate timestamps for data taken, which is vital for accurate tracking.

System Modeling and Calibration

Before operation, the optical assembly was calibrated. This included a polar alignment
and mount model. Polar alignment is aligning the rotational axis of the telescope with
the rotational axis of the Earth. The telescope was slewed to a chosen star, and adjusted
until the star appeared in the center of the image, then mapped into software. This was
repeated and the software indicated adjustments for polar alignment. A mount model
using Tpoint was also performed, which further ensured accurate pointing.

Focus

Additional system adjustments included focusing the optical assembly. In the first
image, stars appeared extremely out of focus and took the donut shape of the primary
mirror. Adjusting the distance between primary and secondary mirrors gave focused
images. The third image shows the desired appearance of stars when focused.

Autonomous Tracking and Imaging

After integration and calibration, the system was next configured for autonomous
operation and scheduled tasks. A list of visible satellites was inserted and the system
was restarted into the autonomous state. The system chose an available satellite to track,
slewed the telescope, and took images while tracking. The system was capable of
tracking in both ballistic and sidereal modes. The image on the left is a ballistic track,
which means tracking with the moving object. The image on the right is a sidereal track,
which means tracking with the stars.


